Via Verdi 11
70032 Bitonto (BA) - ITALY
Tel. +39 338 8337141
Fax +39 080 2142446

Stamp pricelist n. 189 – November 2020
Questions or orders: you may call +39 338 8337141 or fax +39 080 2142446 or just write an email to
info@sevenstamps.com
Pictures of the lots: you need to point your browser to http://www.sevenstamps.com and press on Look button. If you
need assistance please call +39 338 8337141.
Payments: we accept
- all major credit cards
- PayPal
- Bank transfers via IBAN/SWIFT codes
Shipping: We ship via DHL or Italian Post Office. Please request the availability of the lots in order to know the shipping
rate for your country.

Accumulations
COUNTRY /
TYPE
Accumulation
Accumulation
Accumulation
Accumulation
Accumulation
Accumulation
Accumulation
Accumulation
Accumulation
Postal History
Accumulation
Coins and
Banknotes
Santini
Accumulation
Accumulation
Accumulation
Accumulation
Accumulation
Accumulation
Accumulation
Accumulation
Accumulation
Accumulation
Accumulation
Accumulation
Accumulation

DESCRIPTION
L202727 - Collection of 3 binders, with used stamps, new * / **, even repeats, see photos.
L202984 - Collection of various material. Look at the pictures
L202993 - Collection of various material. Look at the pictures.
L203025 - World collection, on 2 stockbooks, with new ** never hinged and used stamps.See the photos.
L203038 - World collection of various material.
L203051 - World collection, on 2 stockbooks, with mainly used stamps. Also noticed nice lot China with new stamps.
L203060 - World collection, on two stockbooks, with mainly used stamps. Look at the pictures.
L203063 - World collection, on 3 stockbooks, with new and used stamps, from the classical / semiclassical period.
L203082 - Europe collection, on 4 stockbooks, used and new, many from the Italian area and one publication.
L203084 - Postal History Collection, mainly military post, with travel documents, envelopes, postcards.
L203085 - Accumulation on stockcards, even ancient states, to be inspected carefully.
L203089 - Collection of various coins and banknotes. Noted 1 bronze follis, Constantine the Emperor, with she-wolf
and soldier.
L203090 - Lot of faithful reproductions of Santini plus catalogs.
L203091 - Collection in box with various material.
L203104 - World collection, in box, with stamps without fragments, mostly used, also from the classical /
semiclassical period.
L203105 - Collection of used and new stamps, including classic ones, to be inspected carefully,
L203110 - Europe collection, on 2 stockbooks, with mostly used stamps.
L203111 - Accumulation Europe, on 2 stockbooks with mainly used stamps.
L203113 - Accumulation, composed of 3 stockbooks and a publication edited by Bolaffi, with mainly used stamps.
L203114 - Accumulation on 3 stockbooks, with stamps, mainly used and from the European area
L203115 - Accumulation on stockbook cabinets with mostly used stamps. Look at the pictures.
L203116 - World collection, on 3 stockbooks with mainly used stamps, see photos.
L203117 - Europe collection on stockbook cabinets, with used and new stamps, even repeated ones. Look at the
pictures.
L203118 - Europe collection, on 3 stockbooks with mainly used stamps.
L203119 - Europe collection, on 3 stockbooks with mainly used stamps, including repetitions.
L203120 - Europe collection, with mostly used stamps, including repetitions, from the classical and semiclassical

PRICE
40 €
30 €
20 €
40 €
30 €
60 €
30 €
50 €
50 €
50 €
80 €
80 €
10 €
50 €
50 €
90 €
25 €
45 €
60 €
50 €
25 €
50 €
50 €
45 €
30 €
50 €

Accumulation
Accumulation
Accumulation
Accumulation
Accumulation
Accumulation
Accumulation
Accumulation
Accumulation
Accumulation
Accumulation
Accumulation
Accumulation
Accumulation

period.
L203142 - Europe collection, on 2 stockbooks, with mostly used stamps. Look at the pictures.
L203146 - Collection of stamps, mostly without fragments, in boxes.
L203147 - Huge collection, in box, with stamps without fragments, many English, Portuguese, French colonies, from
the classical period. To be inspected carefully.
L203148 - Collection of stamps, mostly without fragments, in stockcard box.
L203149 - Collection of stamps, mostly without fragments, in stockcard box.
L203151 - Collection of stamps, mostly without fragments, in stockcard box.
L203152 - Collection of World Stamps, mostly without fragments, in stockcard box.
L203154 - Collection of stamps, mostly without fragments, in stockcard box.
L203155 - Collection of stamps, mostly without fragments, in a large stockcard box.
L203157 - Collection of postage stamps, in stockcard box. The stamps are divided into sachets by country.
L203182 - Lot of mostly used stamps, Mondo, and envelopes of Swiss postal history.
L203183 - Europe - World Collection, on three stockbooks, with mainly used stamps.
L203184 - Collection of various material. Look at the pictures.
L203277 - Collection of various material.

45 €
130 €
280 €
100 €
110 €
90 €
150 €
90 €
150 €
50 €
40 €
40 €
20 €
15 €

Europe > Austria
COUNTRY /
TYPE
Austria and the
UN
Austria
Austria
Austria
Austria

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

L202816 - Austria and UN collection, from 1987 to 1992, on stockbook, with new stamps ** never hinged

30 €

L203167 - Austria collection, on stockbook, from 1935 to 1977, with mostly new stamps ** never hinged.
L203211 - Austria collection, on stockbook, from 1960 to 1989, with new stamps ** never hinged.
L203227 - Austria collection, on stockbook pages, with mostly new stamps, until 1979. See photos.
L203228 - Austria collection, on albums, from beginning to 1975, with mostly used stamps, advanced from 1954.

440 €
60 €
30 €
180 €

Europe > Eastern Europe
COUNTRY /
TYPE
Czechoslovakia
Hungary
Space Mail
Czechoslovakia
Poland
Czechoslovakia
Turkey
Hungary
Yugoslavia
Czechoslovakia
Romania
Bulgaria
Yugoslavia
Czechoslovakia
Czechoslovakia
Czechoslovakia
Russia
Eastern Europe

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

L202294 - Czechoslovakia collection, with two complete sets of unused postal stationery and some pieces of postal
history. Look at the pictures.
L202893 - Hungary collection, from 1965 to 1966, complete years, including many unperforated sets, new stamps **
never hinged.
L203092 - 1988 Russian postage stamp overprinted by Space Mail, in a block of 10 copies, with handwritten
signatures of the astronauts, called the Penny Black of space.
L203135 - Nice collection Czechoslovakia, on large album, from 1918 to 1974, with mostly used stamps.
L203143 - Poland collection, on album, with used stamps, from 1918 to 1969.
L203144 - Czechoslovakia collection, on albums, from 1918 to 1969, with used postage stamps.
L203176 - Turkey collection, on stockbook, with new and used stamps.
L203177 - Hungary collection, on stockbook, from the beginning until 1991, with new and used stamps, even if not
indented.
L203178 - Beautiful collection Yugoslavia, on stockbook, until 1993, with new and used stamps.
L203179 - Czechoslovakia collection, on stockbook, until 1990, with mainly used stamps.
L203180 - Romania collection, on stockbook, from the beginning until 1992, with new and used stamps.
L203181 - Bulgaria collection, on stockbook, from the beginning until 1994, with new and used stamps.
L203210 - Beautiful collection Yugoslavia, from 1960 to 1989, on 2 stockbooks, with new stamps ** never hinged.
L203224 - Czechoslovakia collection, on albums, from 1920 to 1988, with new and used stamps.
L203225 - Czechoslovakia collection, on stockbook, with mostly new stamps.
L203237 - Czechoslovakia collection, on stockbook, with stamps, blocks and blocks, mostly new ** never hinged and
cpl set, high catalog value.
L203250 - Russia and Soviet Union collection, from 1875 to 1991, on stockbook, with mostly used stamps, even
some complete sets.
L203268 - Eastern Europe collection, on stockbook, with new and used stamps, mainly Soviet and Baltic area.

10 €
50 €
150 €
150 €
70 €
90 €
250 €
280 €
450 €
150 €
180 €
90 €
300 €
180 €
290 €
175 €
70 €
20 €

Europe > France
COUNTRY /
TYPE
France
France
France
France
France
France

DESCRIPTION
L203087 - France lot of over 100 stamps and non-serrated sets, new ** never hinged.
L203095 - Book of Stamps of France, 2016, with new stamps ** never hinged.
L203172 - France collection, on album, from 1945 to 1965, with new stamps ** never hinged, very advanced, high
catalog value.
L203174 - Collection France, on albums from 1945 to 1958, with new stamps ** never hinged, advanced. Also noted
collection The masterpieces of art.
L203213 - Collection France, on stockbook, from 1965 to 1989, with new stamps ** never hinged.
L203245 - France collection, on Marini albums, from 1945 to 1967, with stamps and miniature blocks, new ** never
hinged, very advanced, high catalog value, also airmail and services. Noted: 1945 Marianna di Dulac cpl set not

PRICE
750 €
70 €
490 €
510 €
190 €
350 €

French
colonies
French
colonies

issued, and the miniature blocks of the centenary of the first postage stamp and of the 1964 philatelic exhibition.
L203263 - French Colonies Collection, on stockbook, with new stamps, see photos.

45 €

L203276 - French Colonies Collection, on stockbook, with new stamps, see photos.

40 €

Europe > Germany
COUNTRY /
TYPE
Germany
Berlin
Germany Bund
Germany Bund
Berlin
Germany Bund
Germany
Germany
Germany Bund
Germany
Germany
Germany Bund
Germany
Germany Bund
Germany Bund
Germany Bund
Germany Bund
Germany Bund
Berlin
Germany Bund
Germany Postal
History
Germany Postal
History
Germany Postal
History
Germany Bund
Germany Bund
Germany Bund
Germany
Accumulation
Germany
Germany
Germany Bund
Germany Bund
Germany and
Austria
Germany DDR
Germany
Germany
Germany Bund

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

L202529 - Germany collection, from 2003 to 2005, on album, with used stamps, very advanced.
L202537 - Berlin collection, from 1971 to 1980, on album, with used and new stamps ** never hinged, present at the
same time. To complete.
L202538 - Germany Bund collection, from 1990 to 1994, on albums, with used and new stamps ** never hinged,
present at the same time. To complete.
L202540 - Germany Bund collection, from 1995 to 1997, on albums, with used and new stamps ** never hinged,
present at the same time. To complete.
L202541 - Berlin collection, from 1980 to 1990, on album, with used and new stamps ** never hinged, present at the
same time. To complete.
L202543 - Germany Bund collection, from 1998 to 1999, on album, with used and new stamps ** never hinged,
present at the same time.
L202547 - Germany collection, on stockbook, from 2000 to 2005, with mostly used stamps, see photos.
L202548 - Germany Bund collection, from 2000 to 2002, on album, with used and new stamps ** never hinged, also
present at the same time.
L202553 - Germany Bund collection, from 1981 to 1989, on albums, with used and new stamps ** never hinged,
present at the same time, very advanced.
L202558 - Collection Germany, from 1994 to 2000, on stockbook, with used and new stamps ** never hinged,
present at the same time.
L202573 - Collection Germany, from 1985 to 1994, on stockbook, with used and new stamps ** never hinged,
present at the same time.
L202801 - Germany Bund collection, on album, from 1981 to 1998, with new stamps ** never hinged, very advanced.
L202803 - Germany collection from the 80s and 90s, with postal stationery, postcards, first day covers.
L202866 - Germany Bund Collection, from 1957 to 1987, on album, with used postage stamps and leaflets.
L202873 - Germany Bund collection, from 1975 to 1987, on album, with new stamps ** never hinged, very advanced.
L202874 - Germany collection, from 1988 to 1995, on album blocks, with new stamps ** never hinged, very
advanced, for high catalog value.
L202883 - Germany Bund collection, on album, from 1988 to 2000, with used stamps, high catalog value.
L202884 - Germany Bund collection, from 1957 to 1974, on album, with new stamps ** never hinged, very advanced.
L202955 - Berlin collection, from 1949 to 1989 on album, with mainly used stamps, very advanced since 1960.
L203094 - Huge accumulation of first day stockcards, 80s, 90s and 2000s, in thick stockcard. Impossible to
photograph the whole lot.
L203096 - Postal History Collection Germany, on binder, 1990s.

30 €
30 €
50 €
40 €
30 €
30 €
30 €
40 €
40 €
60 €
60 €
130 €
40 €
30 €
30 €
60 €
90 €
35 €
30 €
50 €
15 €

L203097 - Collection of Postal History Germany, on binder, from the 1980s.

20 €

L203098 - Collection of Postal History Germany, on binder.

20 €

L203099 - Huge collection Germany Bund, with first day stockcards, in 10 albums, 70s / 80s. Impossible to
photograph the whole lot.
L203100 - Huge box, with Germany Bund first day stockcards, in 11 albums. Impossible to photograph the whole lot.
L203101 - Huge Germany Bund collection, with first day stockcards, in 8 albums, up to 2000s, in large box.
Impossible to photograph the whole lot.
L203106 - Collection of Germany postage stamps, with fragment.
L203107 - Collection Germany, in box, with stamps mainly with fragment.
L203108 - Collection Germany, in box, with stamps mostly without fragments.
L203109 - Collection Germany, in box, with stamps mostly without fragments.
L203171 - Germany Bund collection, on album, from 1979 to 1993, with new stamps ** never hinged, advanced, for
good catalog value.
L203175 - Beautiful collection Germany Bund, on album, from 1949 to 1978, with new stamps ** never hinged, very
advanced, very high catalog value.
L203231 - Lot Germany and Austria, with full blocks and blocks, new ** never hinged, very few values with slight
yellowing.
L203258 - Germany DDR collection, from 1952 to 1970, on stockbook, with new stamps, even in complete sets.
L203267 - Collection Germany, Old States and Reich, on stockbook, with new and used stamps, to be inspected
carefully.
L203269 - Large album with remains of the Berlin collection and blank pages from the French zone, the Russian
zone, Bizona and Sarre.
L203270 - Germany Bund collection, until 1974, new **, with pages probably complete from 1949.

50 €
50 €
50 €
30 €
40 €
50 €
40 €
90 €
790 €
45 €
15 €
55 €
25 €
25 €

Europe > Iberia
COUNTRY /
TYPE
Portugal

DESCRIPTION
L203166 - Portugal collection, on stockbook, from 1925 to 1960, with mostly new stamps ** never hinged.

PRICE
590 €

Spain
Spain
Spain
Portugal

L203253 - Spain collection, from 1973 to 1978, on albums, with mostly new stamps **.
L203254 - Spain collection, from 1966 to 1975, on albums, with mostly new stamps **.
L203257 - Spain collection, from 1911 to 1979, on stockbook, with new stamps, even in complete sets.
L203259 - Portugal collection, from 1870 to 1991, on stockbook, with mostly used stamps, even some complete sets.

20 €
25 €
80 €
40 €

Europe > Italy Colonies
COUNTRY /
TYPE
Colonies and
Occupations

DESCRIPTION
L203103 - Incredible collection of Italy Colonies and Occupations, on 2 large stockbooks, with new * / ** stamps, in
complete sets, for an enormous total catalog value. Look at the pictures!

PRICE
11200 €

Europe > Italy Kingdom
COUNTRY /
TYPE
Italy Kingdom

DESCRIPTION
L203059 - Italia Regno collection, on stockbook, with used and new stamps, including services and the Social
Republic,

PRICE
30 €

Europe > Italy Republic
COUNTRY /
TYPE
Italy
Marini King
Italy
Italy Postal
History
Italy Album
Italy FDC
Italy Postal
Stationery
Italy FDC
Italy Postal
Stationery
Italy Postal
Stationery
Italy FDC
Italy FDC
Italy FDC
Italy FDC
Italy FDC
Italy FDC
Italy FDC
Italy FDC
Colombo
Complete Tour
Italy
Italy
Italy FDC
Italy FDC
Italy FDC
Italy FDC
Italy FDC
Italy FDC
Italy FDC
Italy
Italy
Italy
Italy collection
Folder Italy
Italy
Italy
Italy
Italy
Italy
Italy

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

L202903 - Italy Collection, 2012, on 2-volume philatelic album, with first day covers and new issue bulletins, to be
completed with stamps.
L202977 - Marini King Italia update blocks, from 2012 to 2018, complete, including mini blocks (only 2012 mini block
missing). List price 440 Eur.
L202981 - Italian Postal History Collection, with mostly traveled envelopes. Look at the pictures.

50 €
120 €

L202982 - Album Italia, from 2013 to 2018, complete, with pockets.
L202986 - Collection of FDC Italia - Venetia Club - from 1990 to 1993, on binder.
L202988 - Collection of Postal Stationery Italy, - Postal Tickets, Aerograms and postcards.

90 €
40 €
25 €

L202991 - Collection of FDC Italia, 2000s, see the photos.
L202995 - Italy Collection, Postal Stationery, 80s / 90s, on album blocks.

35 €
30 €

L202996 - Italy collection, postal stationery, in box. Look at the pictures.

30 €

L202997 - Collection Italy, from 1983 to 1985, on binder, with FDC - Venetia Club.
L202998 - Collection Italy, from 2000 to 2003, on binder, with FDC - Venetia Club.
L202999 - Collection Italy, from 2000 to 2002, on binder, with FDC - Venetia Club.
L203000 - Collection Italy, from 2003 to 2004, on binder, with FDC - Venetia Club.
L203001 - Collection Italy, from 1999 to 2000, on binder, with FDC - Venetia Club.
L203002 - Collection Italy, from 1997 to 1998, on binder, with FDC - Venetia Club.
L203003 - Collection Italy, from 1993 to 1994, on binder, with FDC - Venetia Club.
L203004 - Collection Italy, from 2004 to 2005, on binder, with FDC - Venetia Club.
L203010 - Christopher Columbus, joint issue, complete tour, 24 new blocks ** never hinged.

35 €
45 €
60 €
50 €
40 €
40 €
35 €
50 €
20 €

L203012 - Album for blocks of four, 1945-1958, complete, with pockets, remains of a collection from recent years,
L203015 - Italia collection, on albums, from 1958 to 1968, with new blocks of four ** never hinged
L203017 - Collection Italy, from 2008 to 2009, on binder, with FDC - Venetia Club.
L203018 - Collection Italy, from 2009 to 2010, on binder, with FDC - Venetia Club.
L203019 - Collection Italy, from 2005 to 2006, on binder, with FDC - Venetia Club.
L203020 - Collection Italy, from 1995 to 1996, on binder, with FDC - Venetia Club.
L203021 - Collection Italy, from 2010 to 2011, on binder, with FDC - Venetia Club.
L203022 - Collection Italy, from 2006 to 2008, on binder, with FDC - Venetia Club.
L203024 - Collection Italy, from 1996 to 1997, on binder, with FDC - Venetia Club.
L203029 - Italy collection, on binder, from 1960 to 1987 with blocks and portions of blocks, new ** never hinged,
L203035 - 2017 stamp book, blank, to be completed.
L203037 - 2006, pair of eighteen-year-old blocks, new ** never hinged, Sass. 43/44.
L203039 - Collection Italy, with stamps, portions of block, mostly new ** never hinged. Look at the pictures.
L203040 - Lot Italia, in Folder, mainly from the 2000s, also repeated.
L203046 - Collection Italy, 2014, on 2 philatelic albums, with FDC and new issue bulletins.
L203049 - Italia Collection, 2013, on 2 philatelic albums, with FDC and new issue bulletins.
L203050 - Italy collection, from 1989 to 1990, on stockbook, with stamps and blocks, in blocks of 3, new ** never
hinged.
L203052 - Collection Italy, from 1991 to 1996, on stockbook, with stamps, 3 for each, new ** never hinged.
L203053 - Italy collection, on stockbook, with used postage stamps, 1950s and 60s, including services.
L203058 - Collection Italy, on stockbook, from 1986 to 1988, with stamps, in boxes of 3, new ** never hinged.

40 €
60 €
55 €
60 €
60 €
30 €
65 €
55 €
35 €
40 €
10 €
400 €
60 €
60 €
50 €
90 €
50 €

30 €

100 €
30 €
50 €

Italy
Italy
Italy Republic

L203061 - Collection Italy, on stockbook, 70s, with new stamps ** never hinged, even repeated.
L203062 - Italy collection, on stockbook, 1980s, with new stamps ** never hinged, mainly in blocks of 3.
L203199 - Italia Repubblica collection, on album and stockbook, with mostly used stamps. Also noted San Marino
and Vatican stamps mostly new.

40 €
50 €
30 €

Europe > San Marino
COUNTRY /
TYPE
San Marino
San Marino
Postal
Stationery
San Marino
FDC
San Marino
San Marino
San Marino
FDC
San Marino
San Marino
Postal
Stationery
San Marino
San Marino
San Marino
San Marino
FDC
San Marino
postcards
San Marino
San Marino
San Marino
San Marino
San Marino
San Marino
San Marino
San Marino

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

L202976 - San Marino album, from the beginning until 1948, complete, with pockets. Complimentary album of
services, to be checked if complete.
L202980 - San Marino Collection, Postal Stationery, postcards, Aerograms. Look at the pictures.

50 €

L202989 - Collection of FDC San Marino, 70/80 years, see the photos.

20 €

L202992 - San Marino Collection, 2014, Stamps, blocks, new miniature blocks ** never hinged and FDC. Look at the
pictures,
L203008 - San Marino Postal History Collection with circulated envelopes.
L203009 - Collection of FDC San Marino, from the 2000s. Look at the photos.

220 €

L203011 - San Marino collection, from 1975 to 1986, on album, with new blocks of four ** never hinged.
L203013 - Collection of San Marino Postal Stationery, on album, from 1977 to 1998,

90 €
25 €

L203014 - San Marino collection, from 1997 to 2003, on album, with new blocks of four ** never hinged.
L203016 - San Marino collection, from 2016 to 2017, with new stamps, blocks and miniature blocks ** never hinged
and FDC.
L203027 - San Marino collection, on binder, from 1963 to 1985, with new blocks and portions of blocks ** never
hinged
L203032 - Collection of FDC San Marino, up to the 90s. Look at the photos.

480 €
120 €

L203033 - Collection of San Marino postcards, from the 90s, also repeated.

50 €

L203034 - Lot San Marino, with stamps, blocks, 80s, widely repeated, new ** never hinged.
L203036 - Lot San Marino, from 2017 to 2018, with new ** never hinged stamps and FDC.
L203043 - Lot San Marino, 90s, in envelopes, with stamps, new leaflets ** never hinged, widely repeated, for
retailers.
L203044 - Lot San Marino, until 1979, with stamps, new ** never hinged, widely repeated.
L203045 - Lot San Marino, from 2000 to 2003, with new ** hinged stamps and leaflets, in envelopes divided by year.
L203047 - Lot San Marino, from 2018 to 2019, with new stamps and leaflets ** never hinged, and FDC, in envelopes.
L203055 - San Marino collection, on 2 stockbooks, with used and new stamps ** never hinged. Also mini Italy lot.
L203261 - San Marino collection, on stockbook, with new and used stamps.

60 €
290 €
170 €

50 €

10 €
120 €

50 €
80 €

30 €
100 €
130 €
60 €
25 €

Europe > Scandinavia
COUNTRY /
TYPE
Norway
Scandinavia
Norway
Sweden

DESCRIPTION
L203080 - Norway Collection, 2016, in Folder, with new stamps ** never hinged.
L203145 - Nice Scandinavian collection, on large album, from 1872 to 1975, with mostly used stamps.
L203195 - Norway Collection, in Folder, 1998, with new stamps ** never hinged,
L203251 - Sweden collection, from 1857 to 2009, on stockbook, with used stamps, even some complete sets.

PRICE
30 €
150 €
15 €
30 €

Europe > Switzerland
COUNTRY /
TYPE
Switzerland
Switzerland
Switzerland
Switzerland
Switzerland
Switzerland

DESCRIPTION
L202805 - Swiss collection, up to 1973, on stockbook, with mainly used stamps.
L202828 - Swiss collection, from the classical period to 1991, on two stockbooks, with used stamps, including
repetitions.
L203081 - Beautiful Swiss collection, from 1862 to 1963, on 2 albums, with mostly new stamps ** never hinged, also
several certificates, many sets and years cpl.
L203168 - Swiss collection, on stockbook pages, with new * / ** stamps in complete sets, including air mail.
L203221 - Swiss collection, on stockbook, with used stamps, even repetitions. Look at the pictures.
L203222 - Swiss collection, on stockbook pages, with new and used stamps, also blocks of four and repetitions.

Europe > United Kingdom

PRICE
40 €
90 €
1900 €
90 €
50 €
80 €

COUNTRY /
TYPE
England
England Postal
History
England
England
Commonweath
Postal
Stationery
England
British colonies
British colonies

DESCRIPTION
L202226 - England collection, on stockbook, with used stamps, even repeated ones.
L202773 - England Postal History Collection, in large box, from 1971 to 2006, with FDC, Envelopes. Impossible to
photograph the entire lot.
L203170 - England collection, on album, 70s and 80s, with new stamps ** never hinged, also cpl set.
L203173 - England collection, on album, from 1977 to 1991, with new stamps ** never hinged, advanced.
L203230 - Huge accumulation of postal stationery from the English colonies, about 600 pieces, almost all new, with
many types of overprints, postcards, registered envelopes.
L203255 - England collection, from 1854 to 1971, on album, with used stamps, with some complete sets.
L203271 - British Colonies Collection, on stockbook, with new and used stamps.
L203272 - British Colonies Collection, on stockbook, with new and used stamps.

PRICE
15 €
100 €
90 €
220 €
1100 €
80 €
40 €
40 €

Europe > Vatican
COUNTRY /
TYPE
Vatican
Marini King
Vatican
Vatican Postal
Stationery
Vatican FDC
Postal History
Vatican FDC
Vatican Postal
Stationery
Vatican
Vatican
Vatican
Vatican
Vatican
Vatican

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

L202978 - GBE Vatican album, from 2011 to 2018, complete, with pockets and case.
L202979 - Marini King Vatican update blocks, from 2012 to 2018, complete, including mini blocks. List price 324 Eur.

90 €
90 €

L202983 - Vatican Collection, Stationery, postcards, Aerograms. Look at the pictures.

25 €

L202985 - Collection of Vatican FDC, in binder, from 1958 to 1964.
L202987 - Collection of Vatican and Italy Postal History, with Traveled envelopes.
L202990 - Vatican FDC collection, 1960s / 70s, see photos.
L202994 - Vatican Collection, Postal Stationery, 1980s / 90s, on album blocks.

15 €
20 €
15 €
20 €

L203005 - Vatican collection, 1960s / 70s, new stamps, blocks and parts of blocks ** never hinged.
L203006 - Vatican collection, 1980s, postage stamps, new leaflets ** never hinged, even repeated.
L203007 - Vatican collection, 90s, postage stamps, leaflets, mini-blocks, new postcards ** never hinged.
L203041 - Vatican lot, from 2010, with new stamps and leaflets ** never hinged, in envelopes divided by year.
L203042 - Vatican lot, from 2000 to 2009, with new stamps, postcards and leaflets ** never hinged, in envelopes
divided by year.
L203048 - Vatican Collection, from 2008 to 2011, on album blocks, with postage stamps, blocks and postcards, new
** never hinged

30 €
50 €
130 €
250 €
200 €
80 €

Europe > Europe Other
COUNTRY /
TYPE
Europe World
Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe
UN Vienna
Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe World
Accumulation
Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe
Accumulation
Europe

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

L202494 - Europa World Collection, on stockbook, with mainly used stamps, from the classical period, see photos.
L202696 - Europa collection, on stockbook, with used, even repeated stamps. Look at the pictures.
L202697 - Europa collection, on stockbook, with used stamps, also from the classical period.
L202711 - Europa collection, on stockbook, with mainly used stamps. Look at the pictures.
L202717 - Europa collection, on large stockbook, with used stamps. Look at the pictures.
L202719 - Europa Collection, on stockbook, with used stamps, from the semiclassic period.
L202736 - Europa collection, on stockbook, with mainly used stamps.
L202739 - Europe collection, on stockbook, with used stamps.
L202813 - Europa Vienna collection, on 3 binders, with stamps and blocks and miniature blocks, mostly new ** never
hinged.
L202854 - Europe collection, from the 60s, on albums, with stamps, blocks and miniature blocks, postcards, mostly
new ** never hinged, including first day covers.
L203112 - Europe collection, on stockbook, with new stamps.
L203129 - Europa collection, on stockbook pages, with mostly used stamps - Old Italian states lot noted: to be
inspected carefully.
L203130 - Europa collection, on stockbook, with mainly used stamps. Look at the pictures.
L203131 - Europe collection, on stockbook, with new stamps * hinged and new ** never hinged. Noted lot of Ancient
Italian States, to be inspected carefully. Look at the pictures.
L203132 - Europe collection, on stockbook, with new stamps * hinged and new ** never hinged. Look at the pictures.
L203133 - Europe - World Collection, on stockbook, with mainly used stamps. Look at the pictures.
L203134 - Europe collection, on 3 stockbooks, with used and new stamps.
L203136 - Europa collection, on stockbook, with mainly used stamps.
L203137 - Nice collection Europe, on stockbook, with mostly used stamps. Look at the pictures.
L203138 - Europa collection, on stockbook, with mainly used stamps. Look at the pictures.
L203139 - Europe collection, on stockbook, from the classical period, with mainly used stamps. Look at the pictures.
L203140 - Europa collection, on stockbook, with mainly used stamps. Look at the pictures.
L203141 - Europa collection, on stockbook, with mainly used stamps. Look at the pictures.
L203156 - Collection of stamps, mostly without fragments, in stockcard box.
L203158 - Europa collection, on stockbook, with used stamps, even repetitions. Look at the pictures.

50 €
60 €
100 €
20 €
90 €
30 €
50 €
40 €
80 €
30 €
80 €
140 €
40 €
45 €
70 €
60 €
60 €
60 €
140 €
40 €
130 €
60 €
40 €
50 €
40 €

Europe
Liechtenstein
Europe Postal
History
Greece
Europe CEPT
Europe CEPT
Europe CEPT
Europe CEPT
Europe CEPT
Liechtenstein
Liechtenstein
Liechtenstein
Czechoslovakia
- Postal History
Europe
Malta
Malta
Cyprus
Iceland and
Germany Bund
Monk
Malta
Denmark

L203159 - Beautiful collection Europe, with stamps and complete sets, new ** never hinged, for a very high catalog
value, even some certificates. Interesting lots of Cyprus, Gibraltar, Austria, Malta, England, France, Switzerland,
Germany noted.
L203192 - Liechtenstein collection, on albums, with used stamps, also many blocks of four.See the photos.
L203200 - European Postal History Collection, on 3 binders, with commemorative envelopes of the inaugural flights,
from the 1960s to the 1990s.
L203212 - Greece collection, on stockbook, from 1965 to 1989, with new stamps ** never hinged.
L203214 - Europa CEPT collection, on albums, from 1956 to 1969, with new stamps ** never hinged.
L203215 - Europa CEPT collection, on albums, from 1977 to 1980, with new stamps and blocks ** never hinged,
advanced.
L203216 - Europa CEPT collection, on albums, from 1981 to 1984, with new stamps ** never hinged, advanced.
L203217 - Europa CEPT collection, on albums, from 1970 to 1976, with new stamps ** never hinged.
L203218 - Europa CEPT collection, on albums, from 1985 to 1989, with new stamps ** never hinged.
L203219 - Liechtenstein collection, on stockbook, with mainly used stamps. Look at the pictures.
L203220 - Liechtenstein collection, on stockbook, from 1912 to 1993, with new and used stamps.
L203223 - Liechtenstein collection, on 2 stockbooks, from 1969 to 1995, with new stamps ** never hinged.
L203226 - Czechoslovakia Postal History Collection, 1980s, with circulated envelopes.
L203232 - Lot Europe, with miniature blocks and blocks, new ** never hinged.
L203233 - Malta collection, on stockbook blocks, with used stamps, from the classical period.
L203234 - Malta collection, on stockbook pages, with new stamps ** never hinged. Look at the pictures
L203235 - Cyprus collection, on stockbook pages, with new stamps ** never hinged and in complete sets.
L203239 - Iceland and Germany Bund collection, on stockbook pages, 80s and 90s, with stamps and leaflets, in
complete sets, all new ** never hinged. Look at the pictures.
L203248 - Monaco collection, from 1973 to 2003, on stockbook, with blocks and miniature blocks, new ** never
hinged.
L203260 - Malta collection, from 1885 to 2019, on stockbook, with used stamps.
L203265 - Specialized collection of Denmark, on large album, with used postage stamps, see photos.

2100 €
30 €
50 €
110 €
290 €
80 €
90 €
120 €
160 €
25 €
180 €
70 €
20 €
30 €
30 €
25 €
40 €
40 €
80 €
15 €
15 €

Africa
COUNTRY /
TYPE
Congo proofs
Libya
Egypt
Africa

DESCRIPTION
L203088 - Congo lot, of 64 artist's proofs, luxury blocks signed by artists.
L203161 - Beautiful collection Libya, on stockbook, until 1980, with new and used stamps, note many 50s sets.
L203163 - Beautiful Egypt collection, on stockbook, until 1990, with new and used stamps.
L203266 - Remains of Africa collection, on large album.

PRICE
290 €
740 €
590 €
25 €

Americas
COUNTRY /
TYPE
United States
Canada
South America
South America
Argentina
South America
Brazil
Canada

DESCRIPTION
L202900 - United States collection, from 1860 to 1984, on binder, with mostly used stamps.
L203197 - Canada Collection, in Folder, 1999, with new stamps ** never hinged,
L203204 - Latin America collection, on stockbook, with new and used stamps and blocks.
L203205 - Latin America collection, on stockbook, with new and used stamps and blocks.
L203206 - Argentina collection, on stockbook, from the beginning until 1990, with new and used stamps.
L203207 - South America collection, on stockbook, with stamps and leaflets, new and used, also nice Peru lot.
L203208 - Brazil collection, on stockbook, from the classics to the 90s, with new and used stamps.
L203256 - Canada collection, from 1870 to 1975, on album, with used stamps.

PRICE
200 €
60 €
210 €
150 €
280 €
250 €
120 €
20 €

Asia and Oceania
COUNTRY /
TYPE
Japan
China
China
Hong Kong
Australia
China
Hong Kong
South Korea
and Mongolia
Asia
China and
Taiwan

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

L203169 - Japan collection, on large album, from 1946 to 1991, with mostly new stamps and blocks ** never hinged,
also many sets and cpl years, high catalog value.
L203186 - China collection, in Folder, year 1999, with new stamps ** never hinged,
L203189 - China collection, in Folder, year 1999, with new stamps ** never hinged,
L203190 - Hong Kong Collection, in Folder, 1998, with new stamps ** never hinged,
L203194 - Australia collection, 1999, with new stamps ** never hinged, in Folder.
L203196 - China Collection, in Folder, 1998, with new stamps ** never hinged,
L203203 - Hong Kong Collection, in Folder, 1999, with new stamps ** never hinged,
L203236 - South Korea and Mongolia collection, on stockbook pages, with new stamps ** never hinged and in
complete sets.
L203246 - Asia Collection, on stockbook, with stamps and leaflets, new and used, even in complete sets. Look at the
pictures.
L203249 - China and Taiwan collection, on stockbook, with new and used stamps, even in complete sets. Look at the
pictures!

590 €
45 €
50 €
35 €
90 €
30 €
50 €
35 €
140 €
140 €

Japan
Japan

L203252 - Japan collection, from 1876 to 2018, on stockbook, with used stamps, even in complete sets.
L203274 - Japan empty album, Lighthouse brand, from 1946 to 1977, complete, including pockets.

240 €
20 €

Rest of the world
COUNTRY /
TYPE
World
World
Foglietti world
World
World
World
World
World
World
World
World
World
World
Accumulation
Middle East
Israel
Israel
Israel
World
World
World
World
World
Former
Colonies
World
World
World postal
history

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

L202584 - World Collection, with miniature blocks, leaflets and stamps, in complete sets, all new **. Look at the
pictures.
L203026 - Mondo collection, on album, 1950s, with new * hinged and used stamps.
L203079 - Mondo Collection, in binder, with mostly new blocks ** never hinged, even repeated.
L203102 - Incredible world stock, on 2 binders, with used and new * / ** stamps, even in complete sets, valuable and
repeated. Ideal lot for retailer. Immense catalog value and excellent quality!
L203121 - Mondo Collection, on stockbook, with used and new stamps: China lot noted.
L203122 - Mondo Collection, on stockbook, with mainly used stamps, also from the classical / semiclassical period,
L203123 - Mondo Collection, on stockbook, with used and new stamps, to be inspected carefully.
L203124 - Mondo Collection, on stockbook, with mainly used stamps, also from the classical / semiclassical period,
L203125 - Mondo Collection, on stockbook, with used and new stamps, also from the classical / semiclassical period,
L203126 - Mondo Collection, with used and new stamps. Look at the pictures.
L203127 - Mondo Collection, on stockbook, with mainly used stamps, also from the classical / semiclassical period,
L203128 - Mondo Collection, on stockbook, with mainly used stamps. Also note British and Portuguese colonies
L203150 - Collection of World Stamps, mostly without fragments, in wooden box.
L203153 - Collection of World Stamps, mostly without fragments, in stockcard box.
L203160 - Beautiful Middle East collection, on stockbook, with new and used stamps, also in cpl set, and blocks.
L203162 - Beautiful Israel collection, on stockbook, from 1985 to 2009, with mostly new stamps ** never hinged and
with appendix (tab). Even postcards and leaflets.
L203164 - Israel collection, on stockbook, from 1948 to 1985, with new and used stamps.
L203165 - Israel collection, on albums, from 1948 to 1969, with mostly new stamps ** never hinged, with appendix
(tab), from 1951, very advanced, including air mail.
L203229 - Beautiful collection of postage stamps and world postal history, with many valuable pieces: notice
interesting envelopes, postcards and postal stationery, beautiful lot classic England and Germany Bund early years,
post horn and Heuss. Very high overall value!
L203238 - Mondo Collection, on stockbook, with used stamps and blocks, in complete sets. Look at the pictures,
L203240 - Mondo Collection, on stockbook, with used stamps and blocks, in complete sets. Look at the pictures,
L203241 - World Collection, on stockbook pages, with stamps and blocks, new ** never hinged, in complete sets.
Look at the pictures,
L203242 - World collection, on large stockbook, with used and new stamps * hinged. Look at the pictures,
L203247 - Collection of English, Portuguese and Spanish colonies, on stockbook, with mostly used stamps, to be
inspected carefully.
L203262 - Remains of the Mondo collection, on a large album.
L203264 - Mondo Collection, on large stockbook, with new and used stamps, see photos.
L203273 - Collection of world postal history, on a large binder.

40 €
45 €
250 €
6250 €
130 €
90 €
120 €
45 €
80 €
60 €
50 €
110 €
50 €
150 €
290 €
450 €
290 €
590 €
450 €
30 €
40 €
50 €
60 €
140 €
15 €
45 €
45 €

Topical
COUNTRY /
TYPE
Fauna
Fauna
1964 Winter
Olympics
Fauna
Tokyo
Olympics 1964
Disney
Flora
Olympic Games
Wwf
Kyrgyzstan
Wwf
Art
Various Topical
Animals
Various Topical
Art
Famous
characters
Animals
Dogs
Flora and fauna
Painting

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

L202831 - Thematic collection Fauna, on stockbook, with stamps and blocks, mainly used.
L203023 - Beautiful collection Thematic Fauna, on stockbook, with mostly new stamps ** never hinged.
L203028 - Collection themed Winter Olympics of 1964, on album, with new stamps and blocks ** never hinged.

20 €
600 €
180 €

L203030 - Beautiful thematic collection Fauna, on album, with new stamps ** never hinged.
L203031 - Beautiful thematic collection Tokyo Olympic Games 1964, on album, with new stamps ** never hinged.

150 €
590 €

L203054 - Walt Disney Themed Collection, on stockbook with new stamps ** never hinged.
L203056 - Flora Thematic Collection, on stockbook, with mostly new stamps ** never hinged.
L203057 - Beautiful collection themed Olympic Games of Tokyo 1964, on stockbook, with stamps and blocks, new **
never hinged.
L203083 - WWF themed collection, on binder with FDC. Look at the pictures.
L203086 - Kyrgyzstan Wwf Collection, in 37 complete sets of 4 miniature blocks, 2009, hawks, for 1554 cat. For
Reseller
L203093 - Art-themed collection, with 2013 blocks, new ** never hinged, from various countries.
L203185 - Collection of Various Topical, on binder, with new and used stamps, including complete sets.
L203187 - Animals thematic collection, on binder, with new and used stamps, divided by country.
L203188 - Various Topical Collection, on binder, with mainly used stamps. Look at the pictures.
L203191 - Art-themed collection, on binder, with mainly used stamps,
L203193 - Famous characters themed collection, with new and used stamps and slips. See photos.

25 €
120 €
190 €

L203198 - Animal themed collection, on binder pages, with new and used stamps, even in complete sets.
L203201 - Dogs themed collection, on stockbook, with stamps and blocks, new and used.
L203202 - Flora and Fauna thematic collection, on stockbook, with new and used stamps. Look at the pictures.
L203209 - Beautiful collection themed Painting, on 4 binders, with new stamps ** never hinged, from 1955 to 1973.

90 €
100 €
90 €
250 €

25 €
150 €
60 €
90 €
50 €
70 €
70 €
60 €

Famous
characters

L203275 - Thematic collection of famous people: Volta, Galvani, Dante, on a large album.

40 €

